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a b s t r a c t

The great potential of digital twin (DT) in supporting smart industrial systems has brought huge re-

quirements for on-demand DT-based simulation, a particularly useful and sustainable means, to assist

various decision-making. However, there are major challenges to efficiently build and update the DT-

based simulation system and provide simulation as a service (SimaaS): 1) virtualization machine

based heavyweight methods to create simulation environments for DT models consume too much

resource and time; 2) DT-based simulation systems in the cloud or developers’ desktops could not well

support the real-time response and synchronize with the physical counterparts at the edge of the

network. Therefore, a methodology of container virtualization based simulation as a service (CVSimaaS)

is put forward to utilize lightweight containers to realize convenient DT system deployment and less

resource consumption with high efficiency. Then a device-edge-cloud system architecture with a formal

process are proposed to support the CVSimaaS paradigm. A matrix based management and scheduling

model for computing infrastructure, container images and services is established to support the efficient

CVSimaaS process. Finally, the methodology is applied to building a DT-based simulation system for

intelligent manufacturing. The results show that the DT-based simulation system can be 1) easily

deployed to heterogeneous infrastructure and terminals at the cloud, edge and device, and 2) parallelly

scheduled and operated on high performance cloud/edge on demand for large-scale online analysis.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The new generation information and communications technol-

ogy (ICT), such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-Physical Sys-

tem (CPS), Big Data and AI, promote the full connection and

collaboration of human, products, industrial equipment, data,

intelligent analysis and decision-making and execution systems,

forming a new kind of the smart industrial system including hu-

man, physical space and cyberspace (Li et al., 2019). The smart in-

dustrial service system, a kind of Product-Service Systems (Zheng

et al., 2018), is developed based on advanced ICT, aiming to pro-

vide smart services of data collection/storage, big data analytics,

simulation and decision-making for empowering and optimizing

industrial systems/applications. Stakeholders of industrial systems

do not specifically demand physical products, per se, but rather are

seeking the utility of these products and services. The smart in-

dustrial service system can deliver its performances and usage as a

bundle to help improve the efficiency of industrial assets and

processes, save materials/energy and avoid waste. In such a smart

industrial service system, Digital Twin (DT), identified as one of the

top 10 strategic technology trends by Gartner (Panetta, 2018), can

play a key role in understanding, predicting, and optimizing the

performance of industrial assets and processes in product/system

design, configuration and operation stages (Digital. (2018). Digit,

2018; Leng et al., 2019; Leng et al., 2020).
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According to the popular definition proposed by Glaessegen and

Stargel, DT means an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, proba-

bilistic simulation of a complex product, which functions to mirror

the life of its corresponding twin (Glaessgen and Stargel, 2012). DTs

consist of components such as models, a set of analytic algorithms

and knowledge. It is obvious from the above definition that simu-

lation plays a vital role in DT based advanced analysis. It is a

particularly useful and sustainable means when the industrial as-

sets and processes costs too much to be built, physical experiments

are dangerous or expensive, or it takes a long time to know the

results of the system due to the changing parameters (Yang et al.,

2018; Zeigler et al., 2000). Moreover, DT based simulation will act

as one key part along with the physical systems. The higher the

efficiency of simulation, the earlier the potential problems of the

system could be predicted, so that measures could be taken in

advance to avoid unnecessary losses and achieve sustainable

development (Sonnemann et al., 2003; Lofgren and Tillman, 2011).

For such a DT-based simulation, a complex simulation system

(e.g., comprising mechanical, electronic, fluid, control models) are

first developed by engineers from different departments or enter-

prises and then distributed interactive simulation based on the

models and corresponding simulation environments (solvers,

platforms and OS (Operating System)) should be operated on de-

mand (Li et al., 2017). Compared with traditional simulation (Leng

et al., 2019; Zeigler et al., 2000; Li and Chai, 2002), there are several

challenges along with the development of DTs.

(1) A DT is a dynamic virtual representation of its physical

counterpart (system, process or service) and continually

updated with real-time data of the latter physical object

throughout its whole life cycle (Bolton et al., 2018). This

means that simulation execution should not be conducted

only on the desktop (of the model developer) which could

not satisfy the requirement of real-time response and

adjustment. There exists unbearable communication latency

between the cyber model and the physical system (Leng

et al., 2019), which is largely far away at the network edge.

Therefore, we propose to migrate and deploy the DT-based

simulation system to the edge near the physical counter-

part, to better synchronize the DT models and the physical

objects. However, it is challenging to implement the migra-

tion and deployment, due to the heterogeneity of edge

infrastructure and terminals.

(2) A DT could be developed using artificial intelligent and

adjusted by real-time data, and could be executed to help

understanding, learning and reasoning of its corresponding

twin (physical counterpart) (Bolton et al., 2018). This means

that the DT-based simulation system should not only be used

for traditional small-scale off-line verification which could

not support dynamic deep analysis (Leng et al., 2020), but

also be scheduled and executed in parallel on a high per-

formance cloud or edge/end nodes on demand where large-

scale online simulation is executed for model training and

scheme search. However, it is challenging to efficiently pro-

vide, schedule and executemultiple instances of the complex

DT-based simulation system in the cloud or edge nodes to

accelerate the simulation and get optimal solutions.

Considering the requirement of building and executing a DT-

based simulation system on different computing devices (cloud,

computer, mobile terminal, etc.) on demand, the Simulation as a

Service (SimaaS) (Li et al., 2009a; Tsai et al., 2011) which could

support convenient and continuous system deployment on multi-

terminals as well as automatic and efficient scheduling of multi-

ple system instances becomes more and more important. A key

technology to realize the SimaaS for different users is virtualization

technology (Zhang et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2012), which could pro-

vide a unified encapsulation of the simulation system as a virtual

machine (VM) image for heterogeneous devices, support the mode

of one-time image development and repeated rapid deployment,

and satisfy the demand for dynamic construction and efficient

execution of a complex DT-based simulation system. A VM image

contains the DT-based simulation system and the runtime envi-

ronment (solvers, platforms and OS) for running the simulation.

After a VM image is transmitted and deployed to a host computing

device with a hypervisor (or VMmonitor), the DT-based simulation

system can then be constructed by creating and running a VM on

the device from the VM image.

However, the traditional hypervisor virtualization still has

shortcomings: the size of VM images is very large in Gigabytes and

VMs may take up a lot of resources during their transmission,

deployment and execution on heterogeneous devices. Thus the VM

basedmethod is not so efficient and fast and could notwell adapt to

large-scale online analysis on demand (Li et al., 2018). Moreover,

computing resources on edge nodes or end devices are usually

limited to support large-scale VM based simulation. The new gen-

eration of virtualization - container (Dua et al., 2014;

BernsteinDavid, 2014) provides a promising solution. Instead of

virtualizing the hardware like a VM, a container virtualizes at the

OS level. Containers run at a layer on top of the host OS and they

share the OS kernel. Containers have much lower overhead than

VMs and a much smaller footprint. Therefore, a lightweight

container has the advantages of convenient and consistent

deployment, less resource consumption and high efficiency. There

are research and practices about container-based industrial appli-

cations (Rufino et al., 2017). However, there still exist major issues

(paradigm, architecture, process, resource schedulingmodels) to be

explored in the development, deployment and execution process of

a complex DT-based simulation system as a new kind of unique

container based industrial applications. Therefore, to support on-

demand simulation of smart industrial system in parallel on a

high performance cloud or an edge node, this paper proposes a

novel methodology towards Container Virtualization-based Simu-

lation as a Service (CVSimaaS) supporting parallel DT based

advanced analysis.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in-

troduces related work; Section 3 proposes a new paradigm sup-

porting DT based advanced analysis; Section 4 discusses

approaches to support the new CVSimaaS paradigm; Section 5

presents a management and scheduling model for CVSimaaS;

Section 6 presents an application example of our methodology in

intelligent manufacturing workshop scheduling; Section 7 con-

cludes the paper with our contributions and future work.

2. Related work

2.1. Digital twin-based simulation

A DT is a digital set model of physical objects (Yang et al., 2018;

Zheng et al., 2018). The DT-based simulation could be used to

analyze, predict, diagnose, train, etc., the results of which could be

fed back to physical objects, so as to help optimizing and decisions

making for physical object (Shen et al., 2020). Simulation merges

the physical and virtual world in all life cycle phases, e.g. to support

design tasks or to validate system properties, to optimized opera-

tions and predict failure during operation and for service (Boschert

and Rosen, 2016). The review shows that DT-based simulation has

beenwidely used in industries and other fields (Trung, 2020; Blasco

et al., 2020), e.g., for joint optimization of operations in the large-

scale automated warehouse product-service system (Leng et al.,
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2019) and for supporting rapid reconfiguration of the automated

manufacturing system via an open architecture model (Leng et al.,

2020). However, it also brings new problems that traditional

simulation does not meet. On the one hand, DT-based simulation

should be integrated with pervasive computing (Karakra et al.,

2018), and should overcome challenge about keeping model com-

ponents consistent (Derler et al., 2012). On the other hand, DT-

based simulation should be operated faster than real time

(Zhidchenko et al., 2018), and should be operated in parallel sup-

porting management and control (Wang and Wang, 2010). Overall,

DT-based simulation should support consistent deploying on

multi-terminals and automatic scheduling of multi-instances, and

SimaaS becomes very important.

2.2. Simulation as a service

As the scale of simulation systems becomes larger and the scope

of simulation stakeholders becomes wider, the simulation gradu-

ally develops to adopt service-oriented approaches. An Extensible

Modeling and Simulation Framework (XMSF) was proposed with

the principles to link models by Web services (Buss and Ruck,

2004). Simulation Grid then promoted the wide sharing and

collaboration of live, virtual and constructive simulation resources

(Li et al., 2005). Based on the virtualization of simulation resources,

cloud simulation improved the multi-users sharing capability of

simulation resources in simulation grid, and supports efficient

fault-tolerant migration of simulation tasks (Li et al., 2009b). With

the rapid development of cloud computing, SimaaS has developed

rapidly. There were researches on the combination of simulation

high level architecture and cloud computing multi-tenants archi-

tecture to develop a new simulation framework (Dragoicea et al.,

2012). Some research transformed the parallel simulation system

to make full use of the cloud computing environment for efficient

operation (Malik et al., 2009). Our team earlier proposed consistent

deploying on distribute infrastructures by managing the multi-

centric resource and capability (Lin et al., 2015), and proposed

automatic scheduling of multi-instances to cloud simulation based

environment for optimization (Guo et al., 2017). All these depend

on the application of virtualization technology in simulation which

should be adapted to simulation.

2.3. Virtualization technology in simulation

Virtualization technology has been proposed for supporting

concurrent to a mainframe computer by IBM since 1960 (Anderson

et al., 2005), and has become a key technology in cloud computing

(Buyya et al., 2009). A Toroidal Large Hadron Collider Apparatus

(ATLAS) simulation experiment introduced virtualization technol-

ogy to enhance security of simulation systems and increase utili-

zation of CPU (Sailer et al., 2005). The botnet evaluation

environment (BEE) introduced virtualization technology to

encapsulate various kinds and versions of operating systems for

automatic establishment of simulation environment (Barford and

Blodgett, 2007). The Virtualization-based simulation platform

(VSIM) introduced virtualization technology to support multidis-

ciplinary models’ collaboration for complex product design (Ren

et al., 2012). The traditional virtualization technology based on

hypervisor has the problems of long start-up time and high infra-

structure occupancy. Compared with Xen (Barham et al., 2003) and

other traditional virtualization projects or products, the new gen-

eration of virtualization technology such as container has more

advantages (Khalid et al., 2017). The container technology repre-

sented by docker mainly encapsulates the process and realizes the

isolation of the process running environment in each container by

extension of LxC method (BernsteinDavid, 2014). Container has the

advantages of convenient and consistent deployment, less resource

consumption and high efficiency, but it also has some disadvan-

tages such as weak isolation, which has become a research hotpot

in the field of virtualization (Song et al., 2019). Li et al. introduced

virtualization technology into SimaaS field earlier (Li et al., 2011),

and then proposed smart cloud simulation which earlier intro-

duced container as the approach of virtualization (Li et al., 2018).

Taking the advantages of container, and overcoming the short-

comings of container, the application of container technology as the

virtualization approach in the field of simulation is a relatively

innovative work today shown as follow: (1) Container oriented

unified abstraction for the DT models, their solvers and dependent

platforms together with the infrastructure should be made to adapt

to the complexity of the DT-based simulation system supporting

construction and operation. (2) Container oriented management

and scheduling for the DT models, their solvers and dependent

platforms together with the infrastructure should be built to

address the seamless use of cloud, edge and end such as simulation

for model training and scheme search.

3. CVSimaaS: a new paradigm supporting DT-based

simulation

3.1. DT-based simulation on cloud, edge and end

A DT is a digital set model of physical objects including the

digital simulation model, the cognitive model and the decision-

making model. The design and operation of a DT shown in Fig. 1

relate to the whole CPS on the cloud, edge and end.

In the design stage, the models especially the physical models

involved disciplines of mechanical, electronic, fluid, control and so

on would be designed by different enterprises or departments on

different edges commonly. Then, the distributed interactive simu-

lation system based on corresponding different solvers and plat-

forms would be integrated and constructed collaboratively. The

simulation cloud as a shared environment provides the best way for

integration and construction, and it is also convenient to provide

services for subsequent operation (Yang et al., 2012).

In the operation stage, the cognitive model and the decision-

making model would be loaded into the physical object which is

an embedded CPS system.When the system deals with the external

environment, the cognitive model and decision making model play

the core role in the loop of Observation-Orientation-Decision-

Action (OODA) (BryantDavid, 2006). The physical model corre-

sponded to and mapped the physical object and its environment

could predict the action effect of the physical object, hence scheme

search and verificationwould be carried out on the simulation edge

through the parallel DT-based simulation. In order to deal with the

uncertainty in reality, DT based cognition and decision-making

would be evolutionary through large scale parallel simulation and

reinforcement learning of DTs in the simulation cloud (Lin et al.,

2020). The new DT model would be migrated to the simulation

edge which would be carried out adaptive training combined with

more actual data. Finally, the new DT model would be updated to

the embedded CPS system.

3.2. Container virtualization-based simulation system

To better illustrate the new paradigm supporting DT-based

simulation, it is important to first discuss the container-based

simulation system compare with the traditional VM based simu-

lation system.

Traditional virtualization would encapsulate the entire OS,

application and its dependent libraries into a VM which usually

occupies tens of GB storage of physical machine (PM) and takes
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several minutes to start up. A traditional virtualization based

simulation system is shown in Fig. 2. It significantly improves the

transplantation capability of the DT model with its solver and

dependent platform, and promote the concurrent shared utilization

of infrastructure for simulation. However, because the VM has the

problems of high infrastructure occupancy and long start-up time,

it is difficult to transmit the VM image between cloud and edge for

model migration and update, and it is not high-efficiency to

instantiate VMs on the terminals of cloud, edge and end for timely

simulation, especially if it is a complex distributed interactive

simulation system. In addition, we have to encapsulate the DT

model with its solver and dependent platform into one VM image

which would make the granularity of simulation services too big

and the flexibility of sharing insufficient.

A new generation of virtualization technology would only

encapsulate the application and its dependent libraries into the

container which usually occupies tens of MB storage of PM and

takes several seconds to start up. The containers would run as the

independent processes which share the underlying OS kernel

through the container engine. At the same time, containers provide

services to each other through interfaces, so containers could be

composited and integrated very flexibly. A container-based simu-

lation system is shown in Fig. 3. The DT models with their solver

and dependent platform are encapsulated in container image and

been run in process separately. They would be composited on de-

mand to construct a DT-based simulation system, even if it is a

complex distributed interactive simulation system. As the size of a

container image is far smaller than a VM image and the start-up

speed of a container is much faster than that of a VM, the size of

the simulation system is small enough to transmit and deploy be-

tween cloud and edge easily, and the scheduling of the whole

simulation system is much more efficient. In addition, it means

more fine-grained simulation resource encapsulation which could

enable flexible sharing, supporting incremental image assembly

and deployment.

3.3. CVSimaaS supporting DT-based simulation

CVSimaaS is a new SimaaS paradigm supporting DT-based

simulation on cloud, edge and end. Based on the new generation

virtualization technology of container, the infrastructure of cloud,

edge and end would be virtualized, and the DT models with their

solvers and dependent platforms would be encapsulated into the

container image. The infrastructure and the container image would

be registered, managed and operated as the service in a logical

service pool. Users could search, match, composite and access the

services through the portal and the network on demand anytime

and anywhere. Then the container images of the DT models with

their solvers and dependent platforms would be instantiated as the

containers on optimized terminals of cloud, edge or end, the DT-

based simulation system instance would be efficiently con-

structed and operated to complete all kinds of activities in the

whole life cycle.

The paradigm has two features shown as follow effectively

utilized the advantages of container.

(1) With the advantages of convenient and consistent deploy-

ment, the container could be easily scheduled to different

cloud, edge and end which means that DT-based simulation

could be constructed and operated on demand anytime,

anywhere. In addition, the container could be easily instan-

tiated on the terminals of cloud, edge and end which means

that one-time design, multiple time deployments and oper-

ation without filed debugging.

(2) With the advantages of less resource consumption and high

efficiency, the DT-based simulation system instance with the

Fig. 1. DT-based simulation on the cloud, edge and end.
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distributed interactive characteristic commonly could be

easily integrated and constructed on one terminal which

could greatly improves the efficiency of debug and operation.

In addition, the DT-based simulation system instances could

be efficiently constructed many times on demand for large-

scale model training on the cloud and parallel scheme

search on the edge.

When the new paradigm brings benefits, it also causes new

problems to be solved. As DT-based simulation must be synchro-

nized with the physical system (Yang et al., 2018; Bennett et al.,

2015), the appropriate cloud, edge nodes or end devices needs to

be selected optimally to deploy and operate the containers. One big

challenge is to generate simulation results no later than the strin-

gently required time for the physical objects/systems (Yang et al.,

2018). In addition, the management and collaboration of cloud,

edge, and end resources becomemore andmore urgent to meet the

stringent requirements of latency, security and privacy sensitive, or

geo-distributed industrial applications (Yang et al., 2020).

To address these issues, the research adopts the methodology

shown in Fig. 4. Firstly, the architecture and the process of CVSi-

maaS should be proposed to manage and schedule the infrastruc-

ture of cloud, edge, and end which could also enable deploy and

operate the container. Secondly, a descriptive model should be put

forward to formalize the infrastructure, container image and ser-

vice, then an analytical model could be adopted for optimization of

the management and scheduling.

4. Approach to support the new paradigm CVSimaaS

4.1. Architecture of CVSimaaS

According to the architecture of cloud simulation (Li et al., 2011),

the architecture of CVSimaaS shown in Fig. 5 adopts container as

the new virtualization approach, and newly developed an edge

processing platform layer, to full support the DT-based simulation.

The layers are explained as follows:

(1) Physical layer

Physical layer mainly consists of simulation resource/product/

capability corresponding to the physical space of the whole CPS

system in Fig. 1. The simulation resource includes the whole

infrastructure of cloud, edge and end together with DT models and

their solvers and dependent platforms which belong to the infra-

structure. The simulation product refers to the embedded CPS

system of the real product or its emulator. The simulation capability

usually refers to the human who designs or operates the DT.

(2) Access/communication layer

Access/communication layer consists of the interface, device

and network using to connect and integrate the simulation

resource/product/capability of cloud, edge and end. It contains the

perception and control interface of the simulation resource/

Fig. 2. Traditional VM based simulation system.
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Fig. 3. Container-based simulation system.

Fig. 4. The research methodology of this paper.
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product/capability which could be accessed by information termi-

nal, IoT gateway, software service bus. It also contains the

communication network and interface of cloud, edge and end

which could realize the interconnection with the cyberspace of the

whole CPS system.

(3) Edge processing platform layer

Edge processing platform layer consists of edge virtual simula-

tion resource/product/capability, edge simulation services and

edge user interface. Edge processing platform layer is similar to its

Fig. 5. Architecture of CVSimaaS.
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upper layer cloud service platform layer, but it is characterized by

less infrastructure scale, more real-time service, user interface

adapted to pervasive interactive terminal.

(4) Cloud service platform layer

1) Cloud virtualization layer

Cloud virtualization layer consists of container-based cloud

virtual simulation resource, container-based cloud virtual simula-

tion product and cloud virtual simulation capability. All of them are

abstracted unified, and the simulation resource and product are

adopted container-based virtualization driven by container

encapsulation, deployment, orchestration and run-time engine.

2) Cloud simulation service layer

Cloud simulation service layer consists of basic services and app

services. The basic service includes the infrastructure service

known as IaaS (Manvi and Krishna Shyam, 2014), the data service

known as DaaS (Wang et al., 2017) and the core platform service

known as PaaS (Lawton, 2008) which contains the simulation

related platform service and the analysis related platform service.

The simulation related platform service mainly supports registered,

publication, discovery, search, matching, composition and collab-

oration of virtual simulation resource/product/capability. The app

service includes multi-tenant services known as SaaS (Benlian and

Hess, 2012) mainly provided by platform (to support the life cycle

of a DT such as modeling, integration, simulation, evaluation)

mainly, and other third party application services complementally.

3) Cloud user portal layer

Cloud user portal layer consists of service provider portal (i.e.

the designer of a DT), service consumer portal (i.e. the operator of a

DT) and platform operator portal for different roles in the whole

CPS system.

(5) Application layer

Application layer consists of all types of complex DT-based

simulation systems followed the specifications such as FMI

(Fritzson, 2014) or HLA (Lasnier et al., 2013), supporting all kinds of

activities in the whole life cycle based on CVSimaaS.

4.2. Process of CVSimaaS

Based on the various kinds of services in the architecture, the

new paradigm CVSimaaS is realized in the following process. Ac-

cording to the specification IDEF0 (Marca and Mcgowan, 1993), the

main process of CVSimaaS and the sub processes with DT design

and operation are discussed (Figs. 6e8).

(1) The main process of CVSimaaS

Based on the cloud/edge processing platform, A0 is activated by

the request of service provider portal, and then design the DT

which would be encapsulated in container images as the output.

The output would be passed to A1. Also based on the cloud/edge

processing platform, A1 is activated by the request of service con-

sumer portal, and then operate the DT to generate the simulation

result. If there are no appropriate container images, the require-

ment would be reported back to A0.

(2) Sub-process of DT design

The sub process is activated by the request of service provider

portal. Based on the modeling service, A00 develops the model

with the requirement for design of a DT. New model with its solver

and dependent platform would be passed to A01 where both of

them would be encapsulated in the container image based on the

container engine. Then, the container imagewould be stored in A02

based on the infrastructure service. For complex DT-based simu-

lation which comprises of several models, the models would be

integrated in A03 based on the integration service. Both the A01

and A03 would generate the description of the container image.

The information of the container image’s storage address and

descriptionwould be passed to A04 where registration, publication

and discovery would be done based on the simulation resource

service. After that, the container images which are the output of the

sub process could be used for the DT-based simulation.

(3) Sub process of operation of a DT

The sub-process is activated by the request of service consumer

portal. Based on the simulation service, A10 analyzes the simula-

tion task with the requirement for operation of DTs. Service

description would be passed to A11 where search, matching,

Fig. 6. Main process of CVSimaaS.
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composition of container images would be done based on the

simulation resource service. If there are no appropriate container

images, the sub process would finish and output the requirement

for container images. Else, selected container images would be an

activated condition of A12 in which the decision for which infra-

structure to operate the DT-based simulationwould be made based

on the infrastructure service according to service description. And

then, selected infrastructurewould be an activated condition of A13

in which the decision for which terminal to run the DT-based

simulation would be made also based on the infrastructure ser-

vice. When both the container images and terminals are selected,

A14 would instantiate the container based on the container engine

to generate the DT-based simulation system. After that,

collaborative DT-based simulation would be operated to generate

the simulation result based on the data service and the simulation

collaboration service.

5. Model of management and scheduling for CVSimaaS

5.1. Formalization model for management and scheduling

To better support management and scheduling in the above

process of CVSimaaS, especially search/matching/composition of

container image, infrastructure/terminal selection, a formal model

is put forward to describe the infrastructure, container image (basic

image, incremental image and composite image) and service

Fig. 7. Sub-process of DT design.

Fig. 8. Sub-process of operation of a DT.
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(requirement and supply). All levels of descriptions follow the

multi-view (including static attribute view, service model view and

operation management view) description model proposed by the

authors’ team in (Lin et al., 2019). The detailed descriptions include

Definition 1 to Definition 6.

(1) Definition 1 Static Attribute

StaticAttri ¼ < Id, Name, Dscrp, Type, Func< {Para} >,

ResGroup, Provider, Form, Dpndnt< {Para’} >, Others > (1)

Definition 1 shown in (1) denotes the static attributes such as id,

name, description, type, function, resource group, provider, service

form, dependency, in which the function should be represented by

key parameters and would be referenced by the dependency of

other resource.

(2) Definition 2 Atom Service Model

AtomSvrModel ¼ < Ports < Ports_In, Ports_Out >, States, Response

< #States, Behavior, Trigger, Target< Duration >, ExitAction > >(2)

Definition 2 shown in (2) denotes the atom service model such

as ports, states, response of state transition using finite state ma-

chine, which could illustrate the behavior requirement and supply

of the service supporting search/matching/composition.

(3) Definition 3 Coupled Service Model

CoupledSvrModel ¼ < This, SubSvrModel, Ports < Ports_In,

Ports_Out >,

Coupling, Scheduling< #SubSvrModel, InfledSvModel > > (3)

Definition 3 shown in (3) denotes the coupled service model

such as subordinate service model, ports and their coupling,

scheduling of sequence using sequence diagram, which could

illustrate the behavior requirement and supply of the service sup-

porting search/matching/composition.

(4) Definition 4 Delivery of Service

Grounding ¼ < Form< #Ports, Envvar, Prtcol, Mechnm > > (4)

Definition 4 shown in (4) denotes the service delivery approach

including ports in service model, environment variable to be set,

access protocol and calling mechanism for each service formwhich

should be agreed between provider and consumer.

(5) Definition 5 Quality of Service

QoS ¼ < SLA< {Factor}, Cost >, {Satsf}, Others > (5)

Definition 5 shown in (5) denotes the quality of service (QoS)

including objective indicators described by service level agreement

and subjective indicators evaluated by consumer, which are

important basis for optimization supporting resource selection.

(6) Definition 6 Dynamic Attribute

DynamicAttri ¼ < PhyRes, {Utiliz}, LifeCycle, Alloc, Resrv > (6)

Definition 6 shown in (6) denotes the dynamic attribute

including associated physical resource set, resource utilization,

state of life cycle, allocated and reserved status. LifeCycle is a set

{IDLE, CONFIGURED, RESERVED, OCCUPIED, UNAVAILABLE, ERR,

DESTROYED}.

There are some focuses in the multi-view description model

when it is used in management and scheduling for CVSimaaS. The

characteristics of containers should be considered to support con-

struction and operation of a DT-based simulation system and help

overcome the shortcoming of container in the process. The details

are shown in Fig. 9.

(1) Infrastructure description

The infrastructure’s function could be defined by key parame-

ters including CPU number, memory size and network speed. And

the QoS of infrastructure could be defined by available CPU number,

memory size and network speed. Its associated physical resource

set, resource utilization, state of life cycle should be assigned value

to support infrastructure/terminal selection.

(2) Basic image description

The basic image’s function could be defined by the OS, and its

dependency is the infrastructure with the specific ID or key pa-

rameters including CPU number, memory size and network speed.

The service form of a basic image could be defined by ports, envi-

ronment variable and protocol. And the QoS of a basic image could

be defined by indicators of image size and starting time. For the

incremental image and composite image must depend on the basic

image, the state of life cycle could only be assigned value at this

level.

(3) Incremental image description

The incremental image’s function could be defined by the solver

and platform, and its dependency is the basic image with the

specific ID and the infrastructure with key parameters including

CPU number, memory size and network speed. The behavior of an

incremental image about the model encapsulated in it could be

described by atom service model. The service form of an incre-

mental image could also be defined by ports, environment variable

and protocol, where the communication port should be set in

environment variable that could help avoid conflict when imple-

ment large-scale online simulation. The QoS of an incremental

image are the same and associated with the QoS of a basic image.

(4) Composite image description

The composite image’s function could be defined by the model,

and its dependency is the incremental image with the specific IDs

and the infrastructure with key parameters including CPU number,

memory size and network speed. The behavior of a composite

image about the model encapsulated in it could be described by

coupled service model, and it is associated with the atom service

model of an incremental image. The service form of a composite

image is the same with the incremental image. The QoS of a com-

posite image contains the same indicators with the QoS of an in-

cremental image associated, and it could be defined by more

indicators such as the communication efficiency with the physical

object.

(5) Service description

The instance of the container image which runs on the selected

infrastructure/terminal provides simulation services to users. The
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service depends on the specific ID of the image or the DT model

with its solver and dependent platform encapsulated in the image,

and it also depends on the infrastructure with key parameters

including CPU number, memory size and network speed. The

behavior of service could be described by atom service model or

coupled service model, and it is associated with the atom service

model of an incremental image or the coupled service model of a

composite image. The above two could be used to support search/

matching/composition of a container image. Next, the QoS could be

defined by the indicator of total run time, and it is associated with

the QoS of infrastructure, basic image, incremental image and

composite image which is useful for optimization supporting

resource selection discussed later. In addition, the service form of

service defined by ports, environment variable and protocol should

be chosen and configured. Provider should describe the associated

physical resource set where the service is alive, and consumer

should describe whether cloud, edge and end would be used to

support the construction of a DT-based simulation system and how

many instances would be operated.

5.2. Optimizing model of management and scheduling

In the whole CPS system, multiple duplicates of the DT-based

simulation system, according to the requirement, could be

scheduled, initialized with different parameter settings and oper-

ated in parallel on the high-performance cloud for large-scale on-

line analysis. The infrastructure/terminal selection in process of

CVSimaaS aims to optimally provide resources for the DT based

simulation. The optimization model of management and sched-

uling would be used for the infrastructure/terminal selection, and it

could be implemented by the negotiation agents among clouds and

edges shown in Fig. 10.

The designer ① develops the DT model and encapsulates the

model with its solver and dependent platform into the container

image;② uploads the container image to the closest infrastructure

of cloud or edge for integration and application; ③ then registers

the container image into the virtual simulation resource pool

where blockchain (Christidis and Devetsikiotis, 2016) could be

adopted not only to facilitate bookkeeping in the global scope, but

also to enhance the traceablility ensuring intellectual property

rights.

The operator ④ proposes the requirement for operation of DTs

and defines how many instances would be operated for large-scale

online analysis; ⑤ could acquire the required container image and

its location through search, matching, composition based on

simulation resource service; ⑥ would acquire the selected infra-

structure and terminal after negotiation by infrastructure services

of clouds and edges;⑦would acquire the instance of the container

Fig. 9. Formalization model for management and scheduling.
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image which runs on the selected infrastructure/terminal; ⑧ ulti-

mately would access the service and implement large-scale online

simulation for model training and scheme search.

Security issues are crucial for those SimaaS steps in which hu-

man, resources and DT models are highly connected in an open

environment. Cyber-attacks can cause serious problems to the DT

simulation and the cyber-physical system, through hacking virtual

entities and networks or inserting malicious codes in the cyber-

space. From the data perspective, the blockchain technology

emerges as a novel promising solution that can be explored to in-

crease the data security and privacy (Yang et al., 2020). Artificial

intelligence techniques can be used to detect intrusion and attacks

with improved accuracy (Saljoughi et al., 2017). We leave those

important security issues as future work.

It could be seen from Fig. 10 that the container image is only

stored in part of the infrastructure at the beginning. Due to its

advantage of convenient and consistent deployment, it could be

migrated to the appropriate infrastructure for implement. Themain

target of the optimizing model is to make decision about which

infrastructure should be selected to minimize the total run time

which is the QoS of the service. The total run time consists of

simulation operation time, migration time and communication

time. To minimize the total run time, the optimizing model should

schedule as many instances as possible to implement in parallel to

minimize the simulation operation time, and should migrate

necessarily and appropriately to minimize the migration time and

communication time with the physical object which could not

migrated meanwhile. Thus, the model should consider parallel

computing power and distributed interaction cost, which could

refer to multi-centric model of resource management (MMRM) in

cloud simulation proposed by author’s team earlier (Lin et al.,

2015). However, it could be modified and simplified properly for

the DT-based simulation need not operate across centers because of

the advantage of convenient and consistent deployment. The

modified MMRM is shown as follow:

Firstly, we assume that there are M infrastructure (sub centers)

and N sub DT models, then the service quality evaluation matrix E

could be expressed as E ¼ [Fij]M�M, where Fij ¼ [fhk]N�N shown in

(7).

Fig. 10. Optimizing model of management and scheduling.
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If i ¼ j, then Fij is on the diagonal which represents the parallel

computing power of infrastructure i for the DT-based simulation

shown in (8). In the matrix, all the off-diagonal elements are given

0, and Availih represents the availability of the parallel computing

power of infrastructure i associated with the above QoS of infra-

structure for the sub model h.

Fij¼

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

1
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::: 0 ::: 0

« 1 « «
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1
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::: 0

« « 1 «

0 ::: 0 :::

1
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7
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7

7

7

5

(8)

If isj, then the off-diagonal element Fij represents the distrib-

uted interaction cost about the migration of DT-based simulation

from infrastructure i to infrastructure j shown in (9). In the matrix,

all the off-diagonal elements are given 0, and cih represents the

migration efficiency of the sub model h from infrastructure iwhich

could be associated with the above QoS of a composite image, and

the communication efficiency of the sub model h to the physical

object near infrastructure i which could be associated with the

above QoS of a composite image (we assuming that the physical

object could not migrated, and all sub models are migrated from

the location of the physical objects).
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(9)

In addition, infrastructure selection vector XT ¼ [Yi
T]1�M should

be set, where Yi
T ¼ [yh]1�N as shown in (10). If infrastructure i is

selected, then Yi
T ¼ I, otherwise Yi

T ¼ 0.

XT ¼
h

YT
1 ; YT

2 ;/; ½y1; y2;/; yh;/yN�i;/YT
M

i

(10)

So far, the objective function of the optimizing model could be

expressed as shown (XT � E � X)/2 in (11) and (12).

1

2
�XT � E�X¼

1

2
�

"

X

M

i¼1

YT
i � Fij

#

1�M

�
�

Yj
�

M�1
¼
1

2
�
X

M

j¼1

�
X

M

i¼1

YT
i � Fij � Yj

(11)

YT
i � Fij �Yj ¼ ½yh�1�N � ½fhk�N�N � ½yk�N�1 ¼

X

N

k¼1

X

N

h¼1

yh � fhk � yk

(12)

Let’s set a parameter cmax which means the maximum accept-

able distributed interaction cost, and set weighting factors u1 and

(1 - u1) which represents the weight of parallel computing power

and distributed interaction cost. Then, we could define a complete

optimizing model shown in (13).

Obviously, the more available of the parallel computing power

and themore efficiency of the distributed interaction cost, themore

suitable about the infrastructure selected. The model could be

solved by various optimization algorithms, but it is not the focus of

this paper.

6. Application examples

6.1. Requirement of intelligent manufacturing workshop scheduling

The proposed methodology has been applied to an intelligent

manufacturing workshop scheduling application in lean

manufacturing which is an important kind of smart industrial

service system (Nasab et al., 2012). As shown in Fig. 11, the
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application (Xiao et al., 2019) consists of two parts, the one is

physical object of workshop, the other is DT of workshop. The

physical object could be divided into several levels which could

effectively collect the status data of the workshop and provide

them to the DT. The DT could be divided into simulation model

(including parametric model of production line, logistics model and

mechanical arm model.) and decision-making model. Based on the

status data of the workshop, the decision making model forms

scheduling plan based on an improved particle swarm optimization

algorithm (Xiao et al., 2016), and loads the scheduling plan into

simulationmodels formingmultiple instances of simulation system

with different states and random disturbances. In each round of

algorithm iteration, based on the instances, the large-scale different

simulation experiments would be parallel construct and operated,

then feeds back the evaluation result to the decision-making

model. The particle swarm optimization algorithm model in the

decision-making model would adjust each candidate solution

based on the evaluation result, and completes a round of algorithm

iteration. After multiple algorithm iterations, the decision-making

model generates the best decision result to control the physical

object. Then, the result could be implemented and verified in the

physical object of the workshop.

In this application, the requirements of the service are shown in

Table 1. A parametric model of production line is modeled and

simulated with the solver/platform Anylogic (Kondratyev and

Garifullin, 2009). A Logistics model is built and simulated with

the solver/platform Matlab/Simulink (Bucher and Balemi, 2006). A

mechanical arm model is simulated based on the executable pro-

gram provided by the manufacturer. And a decision-making model

is self developed by visual C (VC). All the model would run on

Ubuntu OS. Moreover, the container related techniques are applied

to complete the construction and operation of the DT-based

simulation.

Fig. 11. A framework of intelligent manufacturing workshop scheduling application.
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6.2. Implement and application of the CVSimaaS

Some specific details should be dealt with in the implement and

application of the CVSimaaS shown in Fig. 12.

(1) Encapsulate an incremental image based on the basic image,

and store them into the images repository.

(2) Instantiate the noVNC (Bernstein, 2014) container, and

instantiate VNC container additionally depending by the

requirement of graphical interaction.

(3) Realize port mapping function through NodePort of service

object in k8s (Tan et al., 2010), avoiding port conflicts in large

scale simulation.

(4) Access the application by browser or other service invocation

so that intelligent manufacturing workshop scheduling

application could be operated.

6.3. Analysis and discussion of the results

Preliminary application has been carried out in simulated cloud,

edge and end environment. Fig. 13 shows the screenshots of the

application (Xiao et al., 2019), where Figure (a) is about the

container image encapsulation, Figure (b) is the relevant container

images list, Figure (c) is about the instantiation of a container im-

age, Figure (d) is the visualization for a DT-based simulation system.

It can be seen from the Figure (c) that many containers could run on

one node at the same time because their volumes are small.

The quantitative experimental results are shown as follows. As

the basic operating system environment is simplified, an average of

70% of the image size compression is achieved (Fig. 14), and an

average of 89% speed increase is also achieved in terms of the start-

up time (Fig. 15).

As shown in Table 2, the migration (Xu et al., 2020) time con-

sumption of a container image is significantly lower than a tradi-

tional VM image, and so does the simulation operation time

consumptionwith the same improved particle swarm optimization

algorithm and the same number of instances, particles and itera-

tions. On the one hand, it benefits from faster start-up speed; on the

other hand, it also benefits from the simulation model can run on

the same node to improve the interoperability efficiency. Benefiting

from the advantage of less resource consumption and high effi-

ciency, more instances could be constructed, and the simulation

operation time consumption realizes further improvement.

Compared our research results with the similar study about

virtualization-based simulation, it is easy to draw the following

conclusions. The VM based simulation approach can significantly

improve the utilization of computing resources, the efficiency and

the flexibility of simulation resource deployment and simulation

system construction, compared with traditional simulation con-

ducted on physical (or non-virtualized) computers (Ren et al.,

2012). VMs run a complete operating systemeincluding its own

kernel and provides complete isolation from the host operating

system and other VMs. This is useful when a strong security

boundary is critical, but for many cases, it is too heavyweight and

consumes much resources, showing the existence of chances to

promote green production. In contrast, a container is an isolated,

lightweight silo for running an application on the host operating

system. Containers build on top of the host operating system’s

kernel, and contain only applications and some lightweight oper-

ating system APIs and services. Thus, the proposed container

virtualization-based simulation approach (in which DT based

simulation applications run in containers) could not only directly

promote green energy conservation by saving the computing and

communication resources, but also indirectly help improve the

efficiency of industrial assets and processes it simulates, save en-

ergy and avoid resource waste.

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper proposes a methodology towards container

virtualization-based simulation as a service supporting digital twin

based advanced analysis on demand. The DT based simulation

systems (consisting of DT models and required software

Fig. 12. Specific implement and application of the CVSimaaS.

Table 1

Requirements of the service.

Model Solver/Platform Envvar OS CPUNum, MEMSize, NETSpd

Parametric Model of Production Line Anylogic, CERTI Port:6379

Port:6099

Linux CPU with 1 core, Memory 1 GB, Bandwidth 200 M

Logistics model Matlab/Simulink, CERTI Port:6379

Port:6099

Linux CPU with 1 core, Memory 1 GB, Bandwidth 200 M

Mechanical Arm Model Executable program provided by the manufacturer, CERTI Port:6379

Port:6099

Port:5901

Linux CPU with 1 core, Memory 1 GB, Bandwidth 200 M

Decision-making Model VC, CERTI Port:6379

Port:6099

Linux CPU with 2 core, Memory 2 GB, Bandwidth 200 M
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environments), mostly deployed and ran in the cloud or on the

developers’ personal computers, are not well synchronized with

the corresponding physical counterparts far away at the network

edge in the physical world, thus the real-time data could not be fed

back in time to adjust the DT models and make very good decisions

via simulation, and the smart decisions could not be rapidly sent to

actuate the physical things for better performance. Training the DT

models in the cloud and deploying and running the DT based

simulation systems at the edge nodes would be a promising way to

address the above problems. The DT models and the nearby

physical things canmutually optimize each other through real-time

dual way communications. The current heavyweight VM based

simulation approaches (Ren et al., 2012) consume much storage,

computing and network resources and make it hard to transmit the

VM template to the edge nodes and run the DT based simulation

systems on the edge nodes with limited computing resources. We

innovatively use lightweight container virtualization technology to

explore a new simulation methodology in terms of paradigm, ar-

chitecture, approach and resource scheduling model, for efficient

large-scale DT simulations on demand. To the best of our

Fig. 13. The screenshots of the application.

Fig. 14. Comparison of image size. Fig. 15. Comparison of start-up time.
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knowledge, we have not seen such kinds of work.

The main contributions are concluded as the following:

(1) Taking advantage of lightweight container virtualization, a

new paradigm - container-based simulation as a service

(CVSimaaS) is proposed to support DT-based simulation on

the cloud, edge and device on demand, which can expand the

application and deployment of DT-based simulation systems

to various heterogeneous devices with good elasticity for

large-scale online analysis. Using lightweight containers to

accommodate DT-based simulation systems, the on demand

dynamic deployment of simulation systems can be signifi-

cantly improved with much higher efficiency.

(2) Based on container virtualization technology, a cloud-edge-

device architecture is put forward with a process to sup-

port the CVSimaaS paradigm, which upgrades traditional

virtual machine based simulation systems to container based

simulation systems for dynamic construction and efficient

operation of a complex DT-based simulation system. This can

be used to guide the future research and implementation of

DT based simulation on the cloud and edge computing

environment.

(3) To enable search/matching/composition of container images

and computing devices, a layered descriptionmodel for them

and a mathematical optimization model of resource man-

agement and scheduling are put forward to support the

efficient construction of DT-based simulation systems and

provide SimaaS to users, promoting flexible sharing of fine-

grained computation resource and convenient system

deployment.

Our methodology uses the container virtualization as the basis,

so one limitation is that containers could not well support the DT

models and software environment that run on the Windows OS.

More large-scale implementations should be developed to further

verify our methodology. Thus our future work includes: first, the

latest development of virtualization technology needs to be

continuously tracked and introduced to better encapsulate various

OS, solver and dependent platform; second, the proposed meth-

odology should be used fully in the industrial Internet supporting

the DT-based simulation system deployed on the cloud, edge and

device on-demand for large-scale online analysis in parallel; third,

new intelligent optimization algorithms should be designed to

solve practical resource scheduling problems; fourth, container-

based security problems of DT-based simulation for multi-tenants

should be studied and strengthened.
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